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About This Game

In this mind-bending game you create complex structures to get your woodland creatures over vast chasms. In a bridge-builder
first, you'll guide your creatures and construct your bridges in real time. Use the weight of various creatures to balance your

structures as you build them.

Features:

- 72 unique levels across 6 worlds
- Construction physics applied in real-time

- Steam Achievements and Steam Leaderboards integration
- Steam Cloud support
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tiny bridge adventure. tiny bridge ratventure pl

AH,Good Childhood Time. Its an alright game, but you can get better games for free on the IOS and Android app store so not
suggested.. I feel the bullet points and key features of this game area a bit misleading. I was under the impression that this would
be more like a strategy game maybe even a turn-based game. Unfortunately it's a click-fest. You have to click on your roots,
click on your leaves, click on bugs, click, click, click to do everything and you are under a pretty tight time-limit. I was hoping
for something I could sit with my daughter and maybe teach her about how plants work. Unfortunately there's not really any
chance to reflect on what is going on since you have to click from one thing to the next. The visuals and production values are
pretty good, and she does enjoy seeing the flower grow and bloom.. Truly an amazing game. Me and my mam both really
enjoyed this game. Got stuck a some points but managed. Thanks for an amazing experience.. This Character will soon be like
Dragan. a Useless character no one will remember or even bother to afford.

as a female heister myself, i prefer clover as her voice isn't as bad as this character. seriously, this character sounds like she
should belong in some anime and in her bio it says she is 24, she sounds younger than 13 for me.

the gun, it is actually decent if you know how to use it.

the character, it honestly is very hard to find a good mask for this character because of the side hair.

i honestly do love when you play as this character and have the first person view of their arms and gloves which is amazing work
and so awesome.

the knife though, oh god, there is only one animation for the knife and it honestly is the worst knife i have ever touched. it really
is weak and very slow, there is also no charge, holding the attack button just does some slip knife tricks and that is all.

all in all, only get this character when you have money to spare. otherwise, get clover.

that is all, if you wish to heist with me, add me or something.

oh and her mask is the worst.. I really wanted to like this game but after 2 hours I cannot take the slow pacing and dodgy
texturing/audio.

After playing Obduction this past week I may have been spoiled. The world just feels empty with no atmosphere.

. HELLA FUN, brings back good ol arcade boiiss, <3 luv it. (Edit 5/22: This game was abandoned by its publisher a year or so
ago.)

A promising creative sandbox game under development with great sophistication than Minecraft but, naturally, far less polish.
Unlike Minecraft, the game offers a variety of geometric shapes for each building "block." Constructs also have to be built well
enough and with the right materials to endure the pull of gravity and can also be amusing to undermine for destruction. As I
write this review, however, this much younger game has nothing akin to a survival mode as in Minecraft. I would still
recommend it.. I was surprised there weren't more reviews for Steamalot so I decided to write this in support of this small game.
This game is quite fun despite being a phone port. Gameplay is simple square grid turn based strategy, which can be difficult at
times though never overwhelmingly so. There are a few things I would like to point out that I don't think have been said already:

1) Deck sizes are 20 cards which seems to limit some of the possibilities for customization (though it probably also keeps the
levels from going on for too long)

2) Card packs are purchased with coins that are won from battles or won from completing certain battles. You can buy more
expensive packs with guaranteed rarer cards, but I found that just buying the cheapest pack with 5 random cards provided
enough uncommon and rare cards to be a better purchase, especially since the extra common cards can be sold for coins or used
to level other cards.

3) The developers have posted all the card creation combinations on their website. If you want to create cards, check out the list
there. The combinations would otherwise be too difficult and time-consuming to figure out on your own.
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4) Leveling cards is not necessary to beat the game on normal mode. Leveling more than a few cards to their max seems like it
would take too much level grinding for coins unless you want to sacrifice some of your uncommon and rare cards that you only
have a single copy of. Only recommended for completionists and extreme PvP players.

Overall, Steamalot is a fun, short strategy game that can be played in small bursts. I'm already hoping for a sequel.
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Bought this game when it was new, but recently got my key returned to me today.
Put so many hours into this, not to set high scores or anything, but to dominate the Creeper entirely before moving on. Felt
satisfying to completely clear the map before going to the next.

There's a flashgame version online somewhere to try out if you're unsure of getting into the series. Treat it as a demo.
Instead of swaying your opinion with text i suggest doing that first to see for yourself!. So classic, love it. Well, aren't screens
just enough for you so you actually dropped down to reviews? Oh my, I've got some bad news for ya.. I love the 14xx becuse the
Titfield Thunderbolt. Very Good game!!! Awesome physics and skill level adjustments for any level pilot.. Great game, I love it,
Ive been playing it by myself for the past hour, but you can also play with two. The cooperation in this game is great, and cool
idea to have a ghost and a zombie working toghether. Id recommend for the developpers to add a little short clip at the start, to
explain what the characters are aiming for. Awesome game, totally recommend it!
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